The success of a Bible study is highly affected with the attitude of individuals when they approach the study. In fact, we have personally seen many Bible study interests lose enthusiasm after even a few of the first lessons. Perhaps you have even found this true in your own experience. It's a sad thing to see, yet it is a reality of spiritual warfare.

To address this very issue Remnant has released *Studying with a Purpose* ... evangelism's first PRE-Bible study.

*Studying with a Purpose* has been designed to compliment any lesson set. It sets the groundwork for the student. Issues like: Why study? The importance of acting on what is learned, understanding how to test traditions according to the Bible, and, amongst others, the change that Jesus brings into our lives through study.

We have seen a marked increase in results using this book to set the stage, but we want to hear
If you will commit to 90 days of worship, for one hour a day, you will indeed see changes you may have thought impossible. Take a mental picture of where you are now, and see what the Spirit of God can do for you in 90 days. Your study of the Bible and your prayer life will not be the same!

**Price: $14.99**

Click to Order

---

Many Christian prophecy books, bestselling novels, and end-of-the-world movies predict that all 'true believers' will someday vanish in an event called 'the Rapture', and that those 'left behind' will endure seven years of apocalyptic terror during 'the time of Antichrist.' Is this true? What does the Bible really say?

**Price: $5.95**

Click to Order

---

Including more than 100 amazing stories, this series begins with God's call to William Miller and concludes with the death of Ellen G. White. These audio accounts of faith and journey bring to life all the wonderful and difficult years of those who faithfully served our Lord.

**Price: $69.95**

Click here to hear a sample

---

**Prayer 90X**

**Pathways of the Pioneers**

**The Rapture Deception**

**Remnant Study Bible**

**Remnant Study Bible**

**The Testimonies**
Our newest edition of the Remnant Study Bible is also now shipping ALL cover options! Celebrate 400 years of the King James Version, now with E. G. White comments.

We still have the NKJV in stock, so join the ranks of those who are finding out why this is the last study Bible they will ever need. Be sure to check out what this Bible has to offer!

Cover Options
Starting at: **$85.95**

Available on a 16GB USB flash drive or on 20 audio MP3 discs

Pay only **$199.95** when you order this on a pre-loaded iPod.

Cover Options
Starting at: **$85.95**

Price:
$249.95

It is my soul's desire to see more and more souls in the heavenly kingdom, and to do all we can to reach everybody we can for Jesus. **Will you please share a gift today to support the work of literature evangelism through Remnant Publications?**

Thank you so much for your faithfulness,

Rudy Hall, President
Remnant Publications